INTRODUCTION
============

Meiosis is an important type of cell division that is essential for sexual reproduction. During meiosis, cells undergo one round of DNA replication followed by two rounds of division, reducing their chromosome number by half to form haploid gametes. Female meiosis in many species is unique because oocytes lack centriole-containing centrosomes, which typically serve to nucleate microtubules and organize spindle poles in mitotic and male meiotic spindles ([@B37]; [@B26]). Thus, acentriolar spindles are morphologically distinct from centriolar spindles and employ unique mechanisms for bipolar spindle assembly ([@B31]; [@B42]; [@B20]; [@B27]). Despite the importance of oocyte meiosis for the propagation of sexually reproducing species, mechanisms responsible for ensuring accurate chromosome partitioning on these acentriolar spindles are poorly understood.

Microtubule-based motors (including dynein and multiple families of kinesins) play essential roles in cell division and have diverse functions in spindle assembly and maintenance as well as in facilitating chromosome movements ([@B43]). Kinesins that bind chromosomes, termed chromokinesins, have been well studied in mitosis in a variety of systems. *Xenopus laevis* Xklp1, the first-­characterized member of the kinesin-4 family of chromokinesins, was shown to play a role in both spindle bipolarity and chromosome congression in egg extracts, which is indicative of its ability to bind both chromosomes and microtubules ([@B40]). Moreover, mammalian kinesin-4 (Kif4) has been extensively studied. Human Kif4 is a plus-end--directed motor with an N-terminal motor domain and a C-terminal DNA-binding region. Additionally, Kif4 contains a nuclear localization sequence and Aurora kinase (AURK) phosphorylation sites in its coiled-coil region ([@B18]; [@B28]; [@B22]). In mitosis, Kif4 localizes to chromosome arms during metaphase and to the midzone in anaphase and has roles in spindle bipolarity and in chromosome structure, congression, and segregation ([@B19]; [@B13]; [@B28]). Moreover, the nonmotile microtubule cross-linker PRC1 (protein regulator of cytokinesis 1) binds Kif4's C-terminus in vitro, and both Kif4 and PRC1 localize to and are required to build a proper anaphase spindle midzone, thus preventing overelongation of the spindle during chromosome segregation ([@B16]; [@B17]; [@B44]; [@B45]; [@B12]; [@B2]; [@B36]; [@B13]; [@B22]). However, despite the extensive research that has been done on human Kif4 in mitosis, little is known about its role in meiosis.

Mouse and human Kif4 are nearly identical, sharing major domains and conserved sites ([@B23]). Recent studies of Kif4 in mouse oocyte meiosis showed that Kif4 displays both kinetochore and diffuse spindle localization, and demonstrated that knockdown causes abnormal spindle morphology and defective polar body (PB) extrusion ([@B5]; [@B38]). However, Kif4 was not reported to have broad chromosomal localization in either study, raising the question of whether it acts as a chromokinesin in oocytes. Additionally, little is known about whether Kif4 has roles in anaphase. In particular, because the composition and organization of the anaphase spindle midzone has not been extensively studied in mouse oocytes, whether Kif4 has roles in midzone formation, as it does in mitosis, is not known.

In this study, we revisit the role of Kif4 in mouse oocytes, providing insight into these questions. We find that Kif4 has dynamic localization during the cell cycle: it is nuclear localized before germinal vesicle breakdown (GVBD), then localizes to chromosomes through metaphase and transitions to the spindle midzone during anaphase; this pattern is similar to its reported mitotic localization. Moreover, we present the first high-resolution study of the anaphase spindle midzone in mouse oocytes, characterizing the localization of Kif4, PRC1, and components of the centralspindlin and chromosomal passenger complexes. We also describe new anaphase roles for Kif4 in midzone formation and spindle length regulation in oocytes. Finally, we demonstrate that Kif4 is regulated by Aurora kinases, as AURKB/C inhibition prevents Kif4 chromosomal targeting and causes anaphase defects. Together, these studies provide new insights into the organization of the anaphase spindle midzone in mouse oocytes and reveal roles for Kif4 in ensuring the integrity of the meiotic divisions on acentriolar spindles.

RESULTS
=======

Chromokinesin Kif4 has a dynamic localization pattern during oocyte meiosis
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work by ourselves and others showed that a Kif4 homologue in *Caenorhabditis elegans* (KLP-19) is part of a protein complex that plays important roles in chromosome congression and segregation in oocytes ([@B41]; [@B10]; [@B21]; [@B25]; [@B8]), and other studies have revealed important roles for mammalian Kif4 during mitosis ([@B19]; [@B28]; [@B22]). However, Kif4's functions during oocyte meiosis are not as well understood. Therefore, we investigated the role of this kinesin in mouse oocytes, beginning by assessing its localization at each of the major stages of meiosis ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Dynamic Kif4 localization in mouse oocytes. Representative deconvolved images of the major stages of mouse oocyte meiosis I and II. Shown are Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). Kif4 is chromosome-associated through early anaphase and then largely leaves the chromosomes, which is highlighted by the zoomed regions. Early in prometaphase, Kif4 appears excluded from the region near the ends of bivalents, where kinetochores are located, but spreads to this region by metaphase (arrowhead). All images are partial projections chosen to highlight chromosomal staining. Bars = 5 µm.](mbc-30-1691-g001){#F1}

Previous studies reported that Kif4 localizes diffusely to the spindle ([@B5]; [@B38]) and to kinetochores ([@B5]) during metaphase in mouse oocytes. In contrast, we observed a different localization pattern. Consistent with previous studies of this protein in mitosis ([@B18]), we found that Kif4 appears to be a chromokinesin, localizing broadly to chromosomes in prometaphase/metaphase, and then mostly relocalizing from the chromosomes to the central spindle during anaphase ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Before GVBD, Kif4 localizes throughout the germinal vesicle, and is somewhat enriched on the chromatin. Following GVBD, during the stage in which bivalents undergo individualization ([@B31]), Kif4 begins to localize more strongly to chromosomes and remains chromosome-associated through metaphase. Interestingly, at GVBD, Kif4 appeared excluded from the ends of chromosomes, where kinetochores are located, but then spread to this region in metaphase ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads); because this is the stage at which kinetochore fibers (K-fibers) are formed ([@B4]), the change in localization could indicate that Kif4 achieves kinetochore localization once microtubule attachments are made. During anaphase, the majority of Kif4 localizes to the spindle midzone with a small population remaining on segregating chromosomes, similar to mitosis. In meiosis II, Kif4 reloads onto the chromosomes during prometaphase II, and then follows a similar localization pattern as in meiosis I, leaving the chromosomes during anaphase II.

These findings differ substantially from previous reports of Kif4 localization in oocytes ([@B5]; [@B38]). One major difference between our studies and previous reports is that we used methanol fixation, whereas other studies used formaldehyde. Notably, when we used formaldehyde fixation, our staining appeared similar to the other studies, with Kif4 localized weakly in the vicinity of the spindle (Supplemental Figure S1). Therefore, the differences in fixation conditions likely led to the reported discrepancies in localization; because the pattern we report more closely mimics the localization of Kif4 in mitotic cells ([@B16]), we propose that it more accurately represents Kif4's meiotic localization.

Aurora kinase B/C regulate Kif4 localization and inhibition of these kinases causes a range of meiotic defects
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we sought to assess how Kif4 localization is regulated. In *C. elegans* oocyte meiosis, the Aurora kinase B homologue (AURKB^AIR-2^) is required for targeting Kif4^KLP-19^ to chromosomes ([@B41]). Additionally, mammalian Kif4 is regulated by AURKB in mitosis ([@B39]) and the faint Kif4 kinetochore localization observed in a previous study of mouse oocytes was reduced following Aurora kinase inhibition ([@B5]). Given that we observed broad chromosomal Kif4 localization ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and AURKC is localized to chromosome arms at this stage ([@B1]), we asked whether the Aurora kinase pathway regulates this Kif4 population.

For these experiments we used the Aurora kinase inhibitor AZD1152 at concentrations that have been reported to inhibit the enzymatic activity of both AURKB and the related meiosis-specific kinase AURKC ([@B33]). To validate this inhibitor, we assessed phospho-histone H3 serine 10 (pH3S10) staining during metaphase, because this mark has been previously used to assess Aurora kinase B/C activity ([@B1]), and we also stained with an antibody that recognizes phospho-Aurora kinase A/B/C (pAURK). We found that both marks were reduced with our inhibitor conditions ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S2, A and B). Although almost all control spindles showed strong chromosomal pH3S10 staining (30/32), most AZD1152-treated spindles lost this signal (5/47 had signal; Supplemental Figure S2A). Similarly, for pAURK, all control oocytes displayed clear chromosomal staining (27/27), whereas most AZD1152-treated oocytes lost pAURK signal in this location (1/29 oocytes had signal; [Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, AZD1152 treatment did not affect pAURK staining at the spindle poles ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) where AURKA predominantly localizes ([@B29]). Therefore, our inhibitor conditions do not appear to significantly affect AURKA, validating our use of AZD1152 to inhibit AURKB/C activity in mouse oocytes.

![Aurora B/C regulate Kif4's localization and inhibition of these kinases causes a variety of meiotic defects. (A) Metaphase I spindles stained for phospho-Aurora kinase A/B/C (pAURK; red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue) in DMSO control and 100 nM AZD1152-treated oocytes. Although pAURK pole staining (primarily Aurora kinase A) is unaffected, pAURK fluorescence on the chromosomes is reduced. Although the chromosomal staining appears dim in the middle column, given the brighter pole staining, this difference is more apparent in the zoom of the chromosomal region where we increased contrast (right column). (B) Metaphase I spindles stained for Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue) in DMSO control and 100 nM AZD1152-treated oocytes. Kif4 fluorescence is reduced following AZD1152 treatment, highlighted in the zoom. For A and B, numbers at the right indicate the number of images examined that showed substantial pAURK or Kif4 chromosomal staining. (C) Metaphase spindles stained for microtubules (green) and DNA (blue) showing change in chromosome alignment and bivalent structure following AZD1152 treatment. Quantification of chromosome lengths is shown below the images. Average chromosome length is 5.2 µm ± 0.1 (*n* = 188 chromosomes from 11 DMSO-treated spindles) and 3.5 µm ± 0.1 (*n* = 193 chromosomes from 10 AZD1152-treated spindles), demonstrating that chromosomes are shorter following AZD1152 treatment. Asterisks denote *p* \< 0.05. (D) Anaphase I spindles stained for Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). AZD1152 treatment causes mislocalization of Kif4 in anaphase and chromosome segregation errors with lagging chromosomes and chromatin bridges; images in the right two columns have increased contrast to highlight these features. (E) Examples of other anaphase defects, stained for microtubules (green) and DNA (blue), following AZD1152 treatment, including clumped chromosomes (top row) and chromatin bridges and/or aberrant spindles (bottom two rows) color-coded to reflect the graph in F. (F) Quantification of spindles from two independent experiments; oocytes were matured for 6 h, at which time most control oocytes are in metaphase with mild to no chromosome misalignment. AZD1152-treated oocytes show increased chromosome congression defects (categories displayed in light purple; misaligned metaphase with one to two chromosomes misaligned or severely misaligned with more than three chromosomes misaligned), enter anaphase prematurely (categories displayed in green), and show a variety of anaphase defects with examples shown in E. Bars = 5 µm.](mbc-30-1691-g002){#F2}

Importantly, under these inhibitor conditions, we found that Kif4 was mislocalized; although Kif4 displayed strong chromosomal localization in control metaphase oocytes (20/21), this localization was lost in most AZD1152-treated oocytes (4/29 metaphase spindles had signal; [Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, AURKB/C regulate Kif4 chromosomal localization in mouse oocytes.

Given this finding, we next asked whether AURKB/C inhibition led to other phenotypes during meiosis. Following AZD1152 treatment, we observed defects in metaphase chromosome alignment ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and we also found that some oocytes entered anaphase at a timepoint where most control oocytes were still in metaphase (6 h following release of the oocytes from prophase arrest; [Figure 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with previous studies ([@B34]; [@B33]; [@B30]). However, unlike these reports, we imaged these precocious anaphase spindles, which revealed a range of anaphase defects ([Figure 2, D and E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In some spindles (10/17 anaphase oocytes), we observed lagging chromosomes that had chromatin bridges connecting them to their homologue ([Figure 2, D and E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed some oocytes (4/17 anaphase oocytes) with either segregated chromatin masses or a combined chromatin mass, primarily within the oocyte, but also sometimes in a PB-like structure ([Figure 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

In some of these AZD1152-treated spindles, the chromosomes in the severe chromatin bridges appeared to be unraveling, suggesting that there were defects in bivalent structure. To investigate this, we assessed metaphase I chromosome structure. Although we did not observe gross defects in bivalent organization, chromosomes were significantly shorter in AZD1152-treated oocytes compared with the control group ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that there are alterations in compaction. This difference in chromosome length is not likely caused by a lack of tension on the chromosomes from reduced spindle forces, as the metaphase I spindle lengths were not significantly different (Supplemental Figure S2C). Therefore, AURKB/C regulate Kif4 localization and are also essential for proper chromosome structure and segregation in oocytes.

Kif4 regulates anaphase spindle length in mammalian oocytes
-----------------------------------------------------------

Next, we wanted to investigate the function of Kif4. Therefore, we knocked down Kif4 using morpholino (MO) microinjection and then assessed effects on meiotic progression. First, we confirmed that Kif4 levels were reduced using Western blotting and immunofluorescence imaging ([Figure 3, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, chromosomal Kif4 staining was reduced in 17 out of 19 spindles following morpholino injection, demonstrating that our depletion conditions were largely effective and also validating the specificity of the chromosomal localization that we observed with the Kif4 antibody.

![Kif4 knockdown causes anaphase spindle defects. (A) Western blot showing reduced Kif4 protein levels after microinjection of Kif4 MO. Tubulin was used as a loading control. Each lane contains 25 GV oocytes. (B) Metaphase I oocytes stained for Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). Kif4 fluorescence is reduced after microinjection of Kif4 morpholino (Kif4 MO) in most oocytes, but there were no obvious congression defects. Quantification of 18 control and 19 Kif4 MO metaphase I spindles for Kif4 staining levels (red) and chromosome alignment (blue) is shown to the right of the images. Images are single z-slices from the center of the spindle stack. (C) Anaphase I spindles stained for microtubules (green) and DNA (blue). Kif4 knockdown causes elongated anaphase spindles. The lengths of the representative spindles shown are noted on the right of the images. (D) Quantification of anaphase I spindle lengths in control compared with Kif4-depleted oocytes. The control category represents a mixture of both uninjected oocytes (*n* = 8) and oocytes injected with a control MO (*n* = 9); we did not detect a significant difference (by the Kolmogorov--Smirnov test) in the spindle lengths in these two control categories, so they were pooled in the graph. For this analysis, only spindles where chromosomes were near the ends of spindle microtubules were used for consistency in staging. Average anaphase I spindle lengths were 29.8 µm ± 1.1 (*n* = 17) for control oocytes and 46.8 µm ± 1.3 (*n* = 23) for Kif4MO-injected oocytes. Scatter plot overlaid on box plot shows individual spindle length measurements. Three asterisks denote *p* \< 0.0005. Bars = 5 µm.](mbc-30-1691-g003){#F3}

Although Kif4 is a chromokinesin, our experiments did not point to a major role for this motor in either chromosome congression or segregation. In metaphase I there was not a higher incidence of polar chromosomes or expanded metaphase plates (13/19 Kif4 MO injected oocytes had normal metaphase alignment, compared with 12/18 in controls; [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, in 32 out of 34 Kif4-­depleted oocytes, chromosome segregation appeared normal. Curiously, the other two oocytes had severe defects; in those spindles, the segregating chromosome masses appeared to be connected by strings of chromatin and chromosomes lagged in the anaphase spindle midzone (Supplemental Figure S3A). Although this phenotype resembled the severe chromosome segregation defects observed following AURKB/C inhibition ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we observed them in only two oocytes and we also did not detect major changes in metaphase chromosome lengths following Kif4 depletion (Supplemental Figure S3B), as we did following AZD1152 treatment ([Figure 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, future studies would be needed to determine whether Kif4 plays a significant role in chromosome segregation in oocytes.

Nevertheless, our depletion experiments uncovered another potential role for Kif4 during anaphase. Specifically, we found that anaphase I spindles were significantly longer in the absence of Kif4 (44.0 µm ± 1.6 average length for Kif4 depletion (*n* = 23), compared with 29.3 µm ± 0.9 for control spindles (*n* = 17) ([Figure 3, C and D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, Kif4 may play a role in organizing the anaphase spindle.

Midzone components organize into ring-like structures in the anaphase spindle
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given this phenotype, we next sought to investigate a potential role for Kif4 in anaphase spindle organization. Because we had found that Kif4 largely leaves the chromosomes in anaphase and relocalizes to the center of the spindle ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we set out to more carefully analyze this localization pattern. This analysis revealed that although in early anaphase Kif4 is chromosome-associated ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), by mid-to-late anaphase it relocalizes to the midzone, where it forms ring-like structures that associate with distinct bundles of microtubules ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, "Ring Stage," and Supplemental Movies S1 and S2). Moreover, we also observed some late anaphase spindles where Kif4 appeared to form two lines (or "plates") at the midzone, which are most clearly apparent when looking through the z-stacks of these images ([Figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, "Plate Stage," and Supplemental Movies S3 and S4). This suggests that the rings may fuse and transition into plates as anaphase progresses toward telophase, a hypothesis supported by the fact that we observed some spindles that appeared to be at an intermediate stage, containing both individual rings and short plate-like structures ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Movie S5).

![Dynamic reorganization of Kif4 during anaphase progression. (A) Anaphase spindles stained for Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), DNA (blue). Kif4 forms ring-like structures that associate with microtubule bundles in the spindle midzone ("ring stage") and then transitions to a plate-like formation ("plate stage"). Images are partial projections, chosen to highlight midzone features. (B) Anaphase I spindles stained for Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue) showing examples of intermediates between the ring stage and the plate stage. Images in columns 1--3 and 4--6 are different partial projections of the same spindle, chosen to highlight different spindle features. Note how in row 1, the rings appear large in zoom 1 and the second zoom shows a plate-like structure that does not stretch across the entire spindle. Bars = 5 µm.](mbc-30-1691-g004){#F4}

###### Movie S1

Movie S1 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase I spindle in side view, with a midzone in the "ring stage" labeled with Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), DNA (blue) and corresponds to Figure 4A, row 1. Microtubule channel blinks in and out for clarity. Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S1

###### Movie S2

Movie S2 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase II spindle in end‐on view, with a midzone in the "ring stage" labeled with Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S2

###### Movie S3

Movie S3 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase I spindle in side view, with a midzone in the "plate stage" labeled with Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue) and corresponds to Figure 4A, row 2. Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S3

###### Movie S4

Movie S4 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase I spindle in an angled view, with a midzone in the "plate stage" labeled with Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S4

###### Movie S5

Movie S5 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase I spindle in side view, with a midzone in the "transition stage" labeled with Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue) and corresponds to Figure 4B. Microtubule channel blinks in and out for clarity. Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S5

Given Kif4's relocalization from chromosomes to the midzone ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and its plus-end--directed motor activity ([@B32]), we next hypothesized that it might utilize the microtubules between segregating chromosomes to reach the midzone, where the plus ends reside. Consistent with this idea, we found that Kif4 localizes to microtubule bundles in mid anaphase I and II, between segregating chromosomes ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S4A). Although this localization could also be explained in other ways, for example if Kif4 has an affinity for anti-parallel microtubules, our data raise the possibility that Kif4 uses its plus-end--directed motor activity to walk along microtubules to reach the anaphase midzone, where it assembles into distinct ring-like structures.

Next, we characterized two other midzone proteins that had not previously been studied in mouse oocytes and found that they behave similarly to Kif4. Both PRC1, a Kif4-binding partner that bundles anti-parallel microtubules, and MgcRacGAP, a member of the centralspindlin complex, localize to similar ring and plate-like structures during anaphase ([Figure 5, A and B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, Supplemental Figure S5A, and Supplemental Movies S6 and S7), and in mid-anaphase PRC1 has a similar pattern to Kif4, and localizes to microtubule bundles between segregating chromosomes (Supplemental Figure S4B). Although we were not able to directly evaluate colocalization of these proteins for technical reasons, the high similarity of their localization patterns suggests that PRC1, Kif4, and MgcRacGAP may all be components of the same structures at the midzone. To quantitatively assess changes in midzone organization during anaphase progression, we measured the extent of chromosome segregation in each spindle (i.e., the distance the chromosomes had segregated divided by the total spindle length), and classified the localization of midzone proteins based on morphology as either "stretches along microtubules," "rings," "intermediate/transition," or "plates" ([Figure 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We found that these stages correlate with chromosome segregation progression. This analysis reinforced the view that these stages are sequential and demonstrated that the midzone undergoes dynamic rearrangements as anaphase progresses.

![Midzone organization in anaphase oocyte spindles. (A, B) Anaphase spindles stained for microtubules (green), DNA (blue), and PRC1 (red, panel A) or centralspindlin complex component MgcRacGAP (red, panel B). Both PRC1 and MgcRacGAP have similar localization to Kif4, forming ring-like structures and transitioning to a plate stage. (C) Anaphase spindles stained for the CPC component survivin (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). In contrast to Kif4/PRC1/MgcRacGAP, survivin does not appear to form distinct structures and instead localizes adjacent to the dark zone region where these other proteins reside. Note that even though we were not able to costain with an antibody that would mark the rings, we were able to categorize the top spindle as "ring stage" by measuring the extent of chromosome segregation and confirming that this spindle was at a similar stage of anaphase as those that contain rings (analysis shown in Supplemental Figure S5B). Images in all panels are partial projections, chosen to highlight midzone features. (D) Quantification of midzone changes during anaphase progression. For each spindle, midzone organization was classified (i.e., whether midzone proteins Kif4, PRC1, or MgcRacGAP were in stretches on microtubules, in rings, in plates, or with a mixture of rings and plates in "transition") and the stage of anaphase was determined by measuring the chromosome segregation ratio (calculated by dividing chromosome segregation distance by spindle length). Average segregation ratio for stretches is 0.35 ± 0.03 (*n* = 22), for rings is 0.82 ± 0.02 (*n* = 11), for transition is 1.02 ± 0.04 (*n* = 14), and for plates is 1.15 ± 0.03 (*n* = 12); this trend suggests that these stages are sequential and the segregation ratio can distinguish between stages (*p* = 1.6e-26, one-way ANOVA). Bonferroni adjusted *p* \< 0.05 has a single asterisk; adjusted *p* \> 0.05 denoted n.s.](mbc-30-1691-g005){#F5}

###### Movie S6

Movie S6 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase I spindle in end‐on view, with a midzone in the "ring stage" labeled with MgcRacGAP (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue) and corresponds to Figure 5B, row 1. Microtubule channel blinks in and out for clarity. Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S6

###### Movie S7

Movie S7 is a z‐stack animation of an Anaphase II spindle in side view, with a midzone in the "transition stage" labeled with PRC1 (red), microtubules (green), DNA (blue) and corresponds to Supplemental Figure 5A, row 1. Microtubule channel blinks in and out for clarity. Bar = 5 μm.

Movie S7

In some of our images of anaphase spindles, it appeared as if the microtubules had a "break" in the center of the spindle, with the midzone rings localized in between, raising the possibility that these structures serve to bridge two separate spindle halves. However, this "dark zone" was not apparent in all of our images ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and following careful examination we observed that the midzone ring structures often appeared to localize along or encircle individual microtubule bundles, a feature that was more clear when the bundles were splayed away from the dense midzone region (Supplemental Figure S6, A and B). Therefore, we favor the idea that the break is instead caused by exclusion of the tubulin antibody from this region, as has been reported in studies of the mitotic spindle midzone ([@B14]; [@B7]), and that these midzone structures therefore associate with continuous microtubule bundles rather than bridging separate spindle halves.

To determine whether all midzone components localize to the ring structures, we next assessed survivin, a member of the chromosomal passenger complex (CPC). In contrast to Kif4, PRC1, and MgcRacGAP, survivin did not form distinct ring structures, and instead localized on anaphase microtubule bundles, in regions on both sides of the "dark zone" in the microtubule staining ([Figure 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), where the rings reside ([Figures 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5, A and B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although we were not able to image survivin in combination with other ring components to directly show that they do not colocalize due to technical restrictions from reagents, the spindles displaying this survivin staining pattern were all at a similar stage of anaphase to those that had the Kif4/PRC1/MgcRacGAP rings, judged by the extent of chromosome segregation (Supplemental Figure S5B). Therefore, the fact that survivin did not display this ring pattern suggests that not every midzone component is part of these structures and supports the view that the acentriolar spindle midzone has distinct domains.

Kif4 helps organize the anaphase spindle midzone
------------------------------------------------

Given this interesting anaphase midzone organization ([Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Supplemental Figure S4), and the finding that Kif4 depletion resulted in longer anaphase I spindles ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), we next sought to determine whether Kif4 helps to organize the anaphase spindle midzone. To more rigorously and quantitatively investigate this possible role in anaphase spindle regulation, we knocked down Kif4 and assessed anaphase II. Anaphase II can be synchronized by parthenogenetically activating metaphase II--arrested oocytes and then fixing at defined times to allow a more precise comparison of spindle lengths during anaphase progression. Our studies revealed that, similar to anaphase I, anaphase II spindles were significantly longer in the absence of Kif4 (34.2 µm ± 1.0 in Kif4 depletion \[*n* = 26\] compared with 26.3 µm ± 0.6 in injected controls \[*n* = 30\]), and that their midzone microtubules appeared disorganized and/or less bundled ([Figure 6, A--C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, PRC1 distribution at the midzone was broader in Kif4-depleted anaphase II spindles (14.5 µm ± 0.7 in Kif4 depletion (*n* = 26) compared with 6.6 µm ± 0.4 in injected controls (*n* = 30), indicating that aspects of midzone establishment are defective in the absence of Kif4 ([Figure 6, A--C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Anaphase spindle length and midzone organization is regulated by Kif4 in oocytes. (A) Anaphase II spindles from oocytes injected with either control or Kif4 morpholinos stained for PRC1 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). Following Kif4 depletion, PRC1 does not form distinct structures and instead is spread on an expanded region of the anaphase spindle. (B) Line scans of the top two images from panel A, showing a tight peak of PRC1 in the control compared with a broader peak following Kif4 depletion. (C) Quantification of anaphase II spindle lengths (top) and PRC1 midzone spread (bottom); spindles are longer following Kif4 depletion and PRC1 localizes to a broader domain. Scatter plot overlaid on box plot shows individual spindle or PRC1 length measurements. Average anaphase II spindle lengths were 26.2 µm ± 0.6 (*n* = 30) for control-injected oocytes and 34.2 µm ± 1.0 (*n* = 26) for Kif4MO-injected oocytes. Average length of the PRC1 midzone is 6.6 µm ± 0.4 (*n* = 30) for the control and 14.5 µm ± 0.7 (*n* = 26) for Kif4MO. Conditions are significantly different (*p* \< 0.0005, denoted by three asterisks). (D) Metaphase II spindles stained for microtubules (green) and DNA (blue). No major congression errors or spindle abnormalities were observed in 26 control and 18 Kif4-depleted spindles. Quantification of metaphase II spindle lengths are below the images; Kif4 depletion does not significantly affect metaphase II spindle length. As in C, box plots with overlaid scatter plots show individual spindle length measurements. No significant difference (*p* \> 0.05, denoted by n.s.) between the two conditions. (E) AZD1152-treated anaphase I spindles stained for PRC1 (red), microtubules (green), and DNA (blue). In 10/10 aberrant anaphase spindles, there were disorganized midzones and mislocalized PRC1 with AURKB/C inhibition (two representative images shown). Bars = 5 µm.](mbc-30-1691-g006){#F6}

To ensure that the longer anaphase II spindles were not a result of previous spindle defects, we measured the lengths of metaphase II spindles and found no significant difference between control and Kif4 morpholino-injected oocytes; control spindles averaged 22.3 µm ± 0.6 (*n* = 26) and the Kif4-depleted spindles averaged 22.4 µm ± 1.3 (*n* = 18; [Figure 6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results indicate that Kif4 plays an anaphase-specific role in spindle length regulation, likely through its role in establishing the spindle midzone.

Finally, because we had found that AURKB/C inhibition caused mislocalization of chromosomal Kif4 ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we assessed whether inhibition of these kinases also affected midzone formation. Notably, Kif4 was not targeted properly to anaphase midzone microtubules following AZD1152 treatment, and instead localized faintly to the chromosomes ([Figure 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}); 6/6 AZD1152-treated anaphase spindles lacked a significant microtubule-associated population. Moreover, PRC1 localized broadly to the disorganized anaphase spindle microtubules and did not form distinct midzone structures in 10/10 AZD1152-treated anaphase spindles ([Figure 6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These findings likely explain the aberrant anaphase spindle phenotypes we observed following AZD1152 treatment ([Figure 2, E and F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and demonstrate that AURKB/C kinases play a role in setting up the spindle midzone, potentially at least in part through their role in targeting Kif4.

DISCUSSION
==========

Kif4 contributes to anaphase spindle organization
-------------------------------------------------

Taken together, our studies support a model in which Kif4 contributes to the fidelity of the meiotic divisions in mouse oocytes ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). First, Kif4 is targeted to chromosomes following GVBD. During this time Kif4 transitions from being excluded from the ends of bivalents, where kinetochores are located, to covering the entire chromosome, suggesting a dynamic regulation of this protein during this period. Then, during anaphase, Kif4 progressively relocalizes to the anaphase spindle midzone, where it forms distinct structures that likely also contain PRC1 and MgcRacGAP. Kif4 appears to be essential for proper anaphase spindle organization, as Kif4 depletion causes PRC1 mislocalization and results in longer anaphase spindles with poorly defined midzones. Altogether, our studies suggest that Kif4 aids in the organization of the anaphase midzone in acentriolar oocyte spindles.

![Model for Kif4's roles in oocyte meiosis. Under normal conditions, Kif4 is chromosome-associated and then relocalizes to form ring-shaped structures in the midzone that contain PRC1 and MgcRacGAP1, and that stabilize the anaphase spindle (top). In the absence of Kif4 (bottom), PRC1 no longer concentrates into midzone structures, leading to elongated anaphase spindles with a disorganized central spindle. Kif4 (red), microtubules (green), DNA (blue), midzone complex (orange), and PRC1 (yellow).](mbc-30-1691-g007){#F7}

Our studies also implicate Kif4 in anaphase spindle length regulation. This proposed function is consistent with previous studies, which demonstrated that Kif4 can suppress microtubule dynamic instability in vitro ([@B3]; [@B2]; [@B22]). Therefore, one role for Kif4 at the midzone of oocyte spindles may be to suppress microtubule plus-end dynamics, preventing overgrowth of microtubules and thus constraining anaphase spindle length, similar to its role in mitotic cells. In both anaphase I and II, the midzone microtubules do not appear to be as strongly bundled as they are in controls, a phenotype that could be a result of the overelongation of midzone microtubules.

Importantly, our studies also revealed that Kif4 is regulated by AURKB/C in mouse oocytes. Inhibition of these kinases prevented Kif4 metaphase chromosomal localization, affected bivalent organization, and led to anaphase bridges. Moreover, AURKB/C inhibition also caused defective midzone organization, reflected by splayed and disorganized spindle microtubules and improper Kif4 and PRC1 targeting. Interestingly, phosphorylation of conserved Kif4 residues (T799 and S801) by AURKB increases Kif4's processivity and allows Kif4 to halt microtubule polymerization in vitro ([@B22]). This regulation is necessary in mitosis for normal midzone formation, and given our findings, it is possible that this site contributes to Kif4 regulation in oocytes as well. However, given that the defects observed following AURKB/C inhibition are much more severe than those seen with Kif4 depletion alone, AURKB/C inhibition likely results in the misregulation of multiple proteins; future studies aimed at identifying other targets of AURKB/C in mouse oocytes would therefore be valuable.

Organization and dynamics of the acentriolar anaphase spindle midzone
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Our studies also yielded new insight into the dynamic reorganization of acentriolar spindles during chromosome segregation. We found that Kif4 forms distinct ring-like structures at the anaphase spindle midzone; each ring interacts with a prominent microtubule bundle that runs through the midzone. These rings then appear to fuse into a plate-like structure before cytokinesis. Moreover, we found that Kif4's binding partner PRC1 and the centralspindlin component MgcRacGAP form similar ring and plate structures, likely colocalizing with Kif4. In contrast, survivin, a CPC component, does not localize to these structures and is instead adjacent to them. Therefore, the midzone of acentriolar oocyte spindles is highly organized, comprising multiple domains. In the future it will be interesting to determine whether similar ring structures are also present in mitosis; previous studies have reported that Kif4 and PRC1 localize in foci at the spindle midzone in mitosis ([@B13]; [@B22]), but whether they form rings is not clear.

The discovery of these midzone domains leads to the important question of how this organization is established and maintained. Our studies have revealed that Kif4 is an important player in midzone formation, as Kif4 depletion resulted in a disorganized anaphase central spindle. Although PRC1 was still able to localize to microtubules and sometimes form structures under these depletion conditions, it displayed broader localization. Because both Kif4 and PRC1 normally localize along anaphase spindle microtubules in mid-­anaphase (Supplemental Figure S4), one possibility is that Kif4 helps build the midzone by transiting from the chromosomes to the central spindle using plus-end--directed microtubule movement, transporting PRC1 with it. This would facilitate the restriction of PRC1 to the midzone structures, where it could then cross-link anti-parallel microtubules, helping to stabilize the anaphase central spindle. This idea has been previously proposed to explain PRC1 targeting in mitosis, because Kif4 can walk to the plus ends of microtubules with PRC1 in vitro, forming end tags that are dependent on microtubule length ([@B35]). However, the extent to which Kif4 carries PRC1 in vivo is debated, because PRC1 has a nanomolar affinity for overlapping microtubules, which might be sufficient for its midzone localization ([@B2]). Therefore, an alternative possibility is that PRC1 mistargeting in the oocyte following Kif4 depletion is a downstream consequence of an extended overlap zone due to loss of Kif4's repression of microtubule dynamics; in this scenario Kif4 would not directly carry PRC1 but would establish a restricted overlap zone that would facilitate its proper localization. This idea is consistent with a previous mitosis study that showed that PRC1 localizes normally in the presence of a mutant Kif4 that is incapable of binding PRC1 ([@B13]), indicating that PRC1 is capable of localizing to a midzone that is correctly established by Kif4 without directly binding to Kif4. These ideas are consistent with our finding that PRC1 has a broadened midzone localization and ultimately forms disorganized structures in the absence of Kif4. Future studies in mouse oocytes will be important to better distinguish between these different models and to reveal additional principles underlying midzone establishment in acentriolar spindles.

Looking forward, it will also be interesting to assess the localization of other potential midzone components in relation to the ones described here. A good candidate is the kinase Plk1, which has been reported to form dot-like particles at the anaphase spindle midzone ([@B24]); we therefore predict that this protein colocalizes with the structures we describe. Moreover, in addition to looking at other midzone components, further high-resolution studies of mouse oocytes may provide insight into the general organization of anaphase spindle midzones in acentriolar spindles, revealing the nature of the midzone structures' interaction with anaphase microtubule bundles and how this changes as the cells progress to telophase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Oocyte collection and handling
------------------------------

CD-1 strain *Mus musculus* (Envigo) were kept in compliance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) policies and provided food and water ad libitum. Female animals aged 5--13 wk were peritoneally injected with 5IU pregnant mare serum gonadotropin (PMSG; Millipore) 42--46 h before sacrificing and dissecting ovaries. For each experiment, multiple animals were used, and oocytes were mixed. Oocytes were collected by ovarian puncture and manipulated outside the incubator in L15 (Life Technologies), 3 mg/ml polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP; Sigma), 50 U/ml Pen, 50 µg/ml Strep (Life Technologies). Oocytes were held and/or matured in a cell-culture incubator at 37°C with 5% CO~2~ in air, in α-MEM GlutaMax (Life Technologies), 3 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma), 50 U/ml Pen, 50 µg/ml Strep (Life Technologies), in center-well organ dishes (Nunc). The germinal vesicle (GV) arrest stage was maintained with 1 µM milrinone (Sigma), which was washed out to allow meiotic resumption. Oocytes that remained at the GV stage after 90 min of release were counted and removed.

Oocytes were treated with 100 nM AZD1152-HQPA (Sigma) in α-MEM following milrinone washout, with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as a vehicle control. Time of incubation/maturation is from milrinone washout and treatment initiation. Anaphase II parthenogenetic activation was carried out by treatment of metaphase-II--­arrested oocytes either with 7% EtOH ([@B11]) in L15 PVP media at 25°C for 7 min, 10 mM SrCl~2~, and 2 mM EGTA (ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid) ([@B15]) in L15 PVP media at 25°C for 10 min, or with 10 mM SrCl~2~ in homemade Ca^2+^-free KSOM (potassium-supplemented simplex optimized media, Cold Spring Harbor Protocol; gift of O'Halloran lab, Northwestern University).

Immunofluorescence microscopy
-----------------------------

For formaldehyde fixation, oocytes were fixed at the given stages in HEM buffer (100 nM HEPES, pH 7, with KOH, 50 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl~2~) with 2% PFA (MeOH Free; Electron Microscopy Sciences) and 0.2% Triton X-100 for 30--60 min at 37°C. For MeOH fixation (Kif4 visualization), the zona pellucida was removed using warmed Acidic Tyrode's Solution (Sigma), recovered in the incubator for 15 min, and fixed for 5 min in −20°C MeOH. Fixed oocytes were extracted overnight in PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBST) at 4°C and were then blocked in 3% BSA-PBST (blocking solution) for at least 1 h at room temperature and placed in primary antibody diluted in blocking solution overnight at 4°C. Oocytes were washed three times for 5 min in PBST on a rocker at room temperature between primary and secondary antibodies and before Hoechst staining. Alexa Fluor Secondaries (Molecular Probes), diluted 1:500 in blocking solution, were applied to oocytes for 1--3 h at room temperature.

All primary antibodies were raised in rabbit unless otherwise noted and all primary and secondary antibodies were used at a 1:500 dilution. Primary antibodies used were α-Kif4 (sc-134593 \[raised against amino acids 361--660 of the human Kif4\]; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), α-survivin (\#2808; Cell Signaling Technologies \[CST\], Danvers, MA), α-pH3S10 (\#53348; CST), α-pAURK (\#2914; CST), α-PRC1 (\#15617-1-AP; Proteintech, Chicago, IL), and α-RacGAP (\#13739-1-AP; Proteintech). Directly conjugated mouse FITC-α-tubulin (MA1-19581; Invitrogen/Molecular Probes \[MP\]) was used to visualize tubulin and added at the same time as Alexa Fluor 555 α-rabbit (A-21428; MP).

Chromosome spreads
------------------

Chromosome spreading was done as described previously ([@B6]). Briefly, the zona pellucida was removed from oocytes using prewarmed Acidic Tyrode's Solution (Sigma) by washing through drops under oil and gentle pipetting. Oocytes were recovered in the incubator for at least 15 min. Oocytes were placed in 10 µl drops of fixation/spreading solution (1% PFA, 0.15% Triton X-100, 3 mM dithiothreitol, in H~2~O, pH 9.2) in the wells of a Teflon-coated slide and left to dry undisturbed at room temperature. Slides were stored at −20°C until processing for immunofluorescence. Immunofluorescence was carried out as described above, but slides were washed with PBST before blocking and all solutions were pipetted onto the slide and removed with an aspirator.

Microscopy
----------

Fixed immunofluorescence images were acquired on a DeltaVision Core deconvolution microscope with a 100× objective (NA = 1.4; Applied Precision). The DeltaVision microscope is housed by Northwestern's Biological Imaging Facility supported by the Northwestern University Office for Research. Image stacks were taken with a 0.2-µm step size and deconvolved using SoftWoRx (Applied Precision). The images in this study were deconvolved (unless otherwise noted) and represent maximum projections of full or partial spindles as noted in the figures and legends.

Microinjection of morpholinos
-----------------------------

GV stage oocytes were held at GV stage with milrinone and held in drops of L15 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) Pen Strep media for injecting on an inverted Olympus IX53 microscope fitted with Eppendorf micromanipulators and a PLI-100A Picoliter Microinjector (Warner Instruments) with a foot pedal. The microinjection setup and cell-culture incubator are housed in the Quantitative Biological Imaging Center and maintained by the Biological Imaging Facility. Oocytes were injected with either control MO (standard control oligo from GeneTools) or distilled water as a control. Oocytes were held at the GV stage in an incubator in α-MEM 10% FBS PenStrep for 24 h to allow for protein turnover and washed in drops of fresh L15 PVP three times for 2 min at 37°C to remove milrinone and returned to the incubator to mature. GVBD was monitored at 90 min postrelease and GV oocytes were removed. Morpholinos were designed by and obtained from GeneTools. Sequence for Kif4MO: GAA TCC CCT TCA CCT CTT CTT TCA T. Sequence for CtrlMO: CCT CTT ACC TCA GTT ACA ATT TAT A.

Immunoblot
----------

Twenty-five GV oocytes from each injection condition were collected after a 24-h holding period and washed through warmed PBS to remove BSA and residual media. Oocytes were transferred to a centrifuge tube in a minimal amount of buffer and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Samples were boiled in Laemmli sample buffer at 95°C for 5 min and loaded on a 15-well SDS--PAGE gel. Primary α-Kif4 antibody (Santa Cruz) was used at 1:1000, HRP α-rabbit (BioRad) was used at 1:5000, and blots were processed with SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate ECL (Thermo Scientific).

Data visualization
------------------

All box plots show the inner quartile range represented by a colored box, the minimum and maximum shown with whiskers, and outliers as diamonds, with an overlaid scatter plot of each individual measurement reported. Plots were generated using Seaborn in Jupyter notebook.

Quantification of specific figures
----------------------------------

[Figure 1:](#F1){ref-type="fig"} Kif4 localization was assessed by eye. The number of images that showed the same staining pattern as the representative image displayed in the figure are as follows. For GV stage, 15/15 images from two experiments. For GVBD, 25/28 images from three experiments. For metaphase I, 27/28 images from three experiments. For early anaphase I, 3/3 images from two experiments. For anaphase I, 20/20 images from four experiments. For telophase/prometaphase II, 2/2 images from one experiment. For metaphase II, 16/16 images from four experiments. For early anaphase II, 7/7 images from two experiments. For late anaphase II, 18/18 images from four experiments.

[Figure 2:](#F2){ref-type="fig"} Kif4, pH3S10, and pAURK levels were assessed by eye and with the "Data Inspector" tool on SoftWoRx image software (Applied Precision) to differentiate background levels and chromosome levels, by drawing a box around the chromosomes and assessing levels in chromosome areas versus background using the three-dimensional graph view. Proteins were judged to be depleted if they were below the intensity range of the control experiment from the same day. This analysis was performed on two independent experiments for each group. Chromosome lengths were measured in Imaris (Bitplane) using "Spots" tool and measuring the length of 15--20 (\>75%) chromosomes for each spindle. Errors in AZD1152 treatment conditions versus the control were categorized by eye from two independent experiments.

[Figure 3:](#F3){ref-type="fig"} Kif4 staining levels were assessed by eye and with the SoftWoRx "Data Inspector" tool, as described for [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Metaphase chromosome alignment at 6 h and anaphase errors were assessed by eye. A spindle was categorized as having misaligned chromosomes if at least one chromosome was separated from the metaphase plate by more than 50% of its length. Spindle lengths were measured using Imaris "Measurement Points" tool. A surface was created for the spindle using the "Surfaces" tool and then the ends of the microtubule density at each pole was determined and used to measure spindle length. Spindles were excluded from analysis if they were bent and could not be precisely measured.

[Figures 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5:](#F5){ref-type="fig"} The localization and morphology of midzone components was assessed by eye. The number of images that showed the same staining pattern as the representative images displayed in the figures are as follows. For Kif4, 38 ring stage from eight experiments and 28 plate stage from seven experiments. For PRC1, 17 ring stage from four experiments and 9 plate stage from three experiments. For MgcRacGAP, 9 ring stage from five experiments and 4 plate stage from two experiments. For survivin, 8 "ring" stage and 3 plate stage, both from one experiment. For anaphase midzone characterization ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), anaphase spindles from multiple experiments were measured using Imaris Measurement Points (method adapted from [@B9]). Surfaces were created for both the chromosomes and the spindle. The center of each set of segregating chromosomes was determined and then the distance between them was measured, to calculate the chromosome segregation distance. The ends of the microtubule density at each pole was determined and used to measure spindle length. Spindles were excluded from analysis if they were bent or if midzone staining was not optimal (as double staining midzone components leads to punctate patterns). Transition category was scored by the presence of fused rings or extended line structures that did not span the entire width of the spindle. "Segregation Ratio" is calculated by dividing chromosome segregation distance by spindle length and plotted in box plots with overlaid scatter plots.

[Figure 6:](#F6){ref-type="fig"} Line scans were done in ImageJ with a 25-pixel-wide line of the same length for each image to account for different spindle lengths. Data from ImageJ were analyzed using Python in Jupyter notebook. Late anaphase I spindle lengths (staged by only assessing spindles where the chromosomes were near the ends of microtubules at the spindle poles) were measured using Imaris (Bitplane) software using the surfaces tool on the microtubule channel and measuring pole to pole distance using "Measurement Points" tool by marking a point near the center of each pole. Only spindles where the resulting line coincided with the spindle midzone were used, to avoid measurement errors from assessing bent spindles. Anaphase II spindle lengths were measured in Imaris in the same manner.

PRC1 midzone spread was measured using the LineProbe module in Amira (Thermo). Points were placed at the poles of each spindle, and the values were averaged with a radius of 3. Data were exported and plotted in Microsoft Excel to measure peaks and determine the length of the PRC1 midzone. The Amira workstation is housed in the Center for Advanced Molecular Imaging core at Northwestern. Metaphase spindle lengths were measured in Imaris by creating a surface around the tubulin intensity and measuring distances between the two pole surfaces.

Statistics
----------

All *p* values were calculated using a two-tailed Student's *t* test, unless otherwise noted in the figure legends. Standard error is reported with length measurement averages. For one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) in [Figure 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *p* values were adjusted using a Bonferroni correction of six pairwise comparisons.
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